
Trying out the ExpEYES science and experimentation kit

 Lab Time
The ExpEYES kit brings the power of a professional science lab to a personal computer. If that 

computer is a Raspberry Pi, you’ll get lots of great experiments at a very affordable price. 

By Aaron Shaw

software framework that lets you develop 
science and electronics experiments, dem-
onstrations, and projects without getting too 
involved in the nitty-gritty details of elec-
tronics or computer programming. To sum 
up the ExpEYES Junior board in a sentence, 
it essentially converts any Windows PC, any 
Raspberry Pi, most Linux-powered devices, 
and most modern Android phones and tab-
lets (with USB On-The-Go capability) into a 
portable science and electronics laboratory.

ExpEYES (Figure 1) provides several analog 
inputs/ outputs with 12-bit resolution, in addi-
tion to a host of other features, like wave gen-
eration, capacitance measurement, and time 
interval measurement. The interface is acces-
sible from Python using simple commands, 
and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is al-
ready available for a large number of experi-
ments on multiple operating systems. The kit 
also contains other accessories for building 
science experiments (Figure 2). The box titled 
“What’s In the ExpEYES Junior Kit?” provides 
a summary of the contents.

The PHOENIX (Physics with Homemade 
Equipment and Innovative Experiments) 
project was started in 2005 as a part of 
IUAC’s outreach program, with the objectives 
of developing affordable laboratory equip-
ment and training teachers to use that equip-
ment in their lesson plans. The design of 
Exp EYES combines the real-time measure-
ment capability of microcontrollers with the 
ease and flexibility of the Python program-
ming language for data analysis and visual-
ization.

ExpEYES also functions as a piece of test 
equipment for electronics hobbyists and en-
gineering students. Software for all products 
from the PHOENIX project are distributed 
under the GNU General Public License, and 

ExpEYES (Experiments for Young 
Engineers and Scientists) is a sci-
ence and experimentation plat-
form designed by the PHOENIX 

project, which forms part of the Inter-Uni-
versity Accelerator Centre (IUAC) in New 
Delhi, India [1]. ExpEYES is a hardware and 
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the hardware is also all open source (how-
ever, it is still likely cheaper to buy the kit 
from a retailer rather than making one your-
self). The team behind ExpEYES consists of 
volunteers who love science, teaching, and 
learning. They get no money from the sale of 
the ExpEYES hardware and are continually 
improving the extensive array of user manu-
als and software purely for the benefit of oth-
ers.

The ExpEYES kit is relatively unknown, al-
though it brings together some hugely capa-
ble hardware and software at a very attrac-
tive price point. The kit even comes with a 
plethora of documentation (perhaps too 
much for some people) that describes a large 
number of interesting experiments. If you 
pair an ExpEYES kit with the Raspberry Pi 
instead of a conventional PC, you reduce the 
price enough that many schools could afford 
to buy a kit for every science student.

Like the Raspberry Pi itself, the ExpEYES 
Junior is approximately the size of a credit 
card and relatively thin, so it is easily small 
enough to fit in a backpack or a pocket. I 
find this small size quite amazing when you 
compare it to the size of a more “traditional” 
oscilloscope!

The ExpEYES kit is available to purchase 
from a number of retailers. You’ll find a full 
list of vendors on the ExpEYES website [2] . I 
sell ExpEYES kits through my own shop and 
get the boards directly from the manufac-
turer, Shankar Systems. I do not like to 
shamelessly plug my own shop in my arti-
cles; however, if you are struggling to find a 
source for the ExpEYES kit in your country, 
we do stock the kits and can ship them 
worldwide [3]. I am working with the Exp-
EYES team to make these kits more widely 
available for purchase and generally to raise 
awareness of this incredibly capable plat-
form. If you notice that the kit is not avail-
able in your area, contact your local Rasp-
berry Pi or open source hardware retailer and 
ask them about stocking it.

Capabilities
The ExpEYES hardware is fairly simple and 
has two main components: an AVR AT-
Mega16 MCU (microcontroller unit) running 
at 8MHz, combined with an FT232RL USB 
UART (universal asynchronous receiver/ 
transmitter) interface integrated circuit (IC). 
The system is therefore capable of a pretty 
impressive collection of functionality, in-
cluding:
•	 Built-in	signal	generator
•	 Built-in	4-channel	CRO	(oscilloscope)

•	 12-bit	analog	resolution
•	 Microsecond	timing	resolution
•	 250kHz	sampling	frequency
Figure 3 shows the ExpEYES being used to 
measure the 2V sine wave output from an 
Agilent arbitrary waveform generator and 
very accurately displaying the results.

Using the live CD
Although the software is indeed capable of 
running on the Raspberry Pi, perhaps the 
easiest option for getting started with the 
ExpEYES is booting up your existing laptop 
or desktop computer (as long as it has a 
CD/ DVD drive) using the Live CD provided 
with the ExpEYES kit. (To boot from the CD, 
remember to check the BIOS to make sure 
the CD/ DVD drive is listed as the first boot 
device.)

Once your computer 
has successfully booted 
into the Live CD, a Li-
nux-based desktop 
should appear. You can 
then start the ExpEYES 
software by selecting 
Applications | Science | 
ExpEYES-Junior. Alter-
natively, you can open 
a terminal window and 
type the following 
command:

sudo python /usr/U
share/expeyes/U
eyes‑junior/croplus.py

Figure 1: The ExpEYES Junior main 

board.

Figure 2: The ExpEYES Junior kit.

The ExpEYES Junior kit contains the fol-
lowing components:

• 1x ExpEYES Junior main board.

•  4x crocodile clips with leads. If you 
need to change the connection to any 
terminal a number of times during an 
experiment, it is a lot easier to use these 
crocodile clips instead of the standard 
terminals.

•  2x 3,000-turn coils. 44SWG copper wire 
coils with inductance 125mH and resis-
tance 550Ω. You can use these coils for 
studying electromagnetic induction and 
inductance, among other things.

•  2x piezoelectric disks. These disks have 
a resonant frequency of approximately 
3,500Hz and can be energized using the 
SQR1 and SQR2 terminals on the Exp-
EYES Junior. The disks are encased in 
plastic shells that form a cavity to en-
hance the sound.

•  1x DC motor. The small motor should 
be powered by a DC voltage of no more 
than 3V.

•  4x magnets. 10mm diameter x 10mm 
length, 5mm diameter x 10mm length, 
and two button magnets.

•  4x LEDs (light-emitting diodes): red, 
blue, green, and white.

•  5x capacitors. 47µF, 1µF, 0.1µF, 0.01µF, 
and 100pF.

•  6x resistors. 560Ω, 1kΩ, 2.2kΩ, 10kΩ, 
51kΩ, and 200kΩ.

• 1x LDR (light-dependent resistor).
•  1x thermistor (temperature-sensitive re-

sistor).
• 2x silicon diodes (1N4148).
• 1x transistor (2N2222).
• 5x pieces of wire.
•  1x screwdriver – for opening/ tightening 

the screws on the terminal blocks.
• 1x USB cable.
• 1x ExpEYES Live CD.

What’s in the expeYes Junior Kit?
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platforms, so installation on the Raspberry Pi 
is quite simple. The following installation pro-
cess works for Ubuntu, Mint, and Debian, and 
possibly a number of other distros, too.

Open an LXTerminal session on the Rasp-
berry Pi and run the commands:

sudo apt‑get update
sudo apt‑get install expeyes

These commands should successfully com-
plete the installation of everything needed 
for you to get start with ExpEYES on the 
Raspberry Pi. ExpEYES has a number of de-
pendencies that are required for it to run 
under Linux: python, python‑expeyes, py‑
thon‑imaging‑tk, python‑tk, grace, and tix. 
The developers recommend installing the py‑
thon‑numpy, python‑pygrace, and py‑
thon‑scipy libraries on your system as well. 
During the installation, the installer should 
set up the dependencies by default; however, 
you can run the following command to make 
sure they are all installed:

sudo apt‑get install python U
  python‑expeyes python‑imaging‑tk U
  python‑tk grace tix python‑numpy U
  python‑scipy python‑pygrace

Once you are sure you have all of the neces-
sary modules installed, you are ready to start 
using ExpEYES on your Raspberry Pi. You 
should now notice that the ExpEYES GUI 
software is featured in the desktop start 
menu under Education, and opening this 
software should load a screen that looks sim-
ilar to Figure 5.

You can also download the .deb files di-
rectly	from	the	Debian	repository	[4];	how-
ever, you’re better off sticking with the apt‑
get install method unless you have a spe-
cific reason to prefer a manual installation.

Other sUppOrteD 
platfOrms
ExpEYES can run on any computer that has a 
Python interpreter and a Python module al-
lowing it to access the serial port. The USB 
interface has a device driver that presents the 
USB module as an RS232 (serial) port to the 
software applications. Communication with 
the ExpEYES Junior is possible in a number 
of ways, either by using the Python library, 
the C library, or the GUI that supports many 
experiments (more than 50). This, alongside 
the open source licence, allows for a huge 
amount of versatility and therefore lets you 
easily customize and expand the software to 

Either of these options should greet you with 
a	window	that	looks	similar	to	Figure	4,	and	
once you plug in your ExpEYES via a USB 
connection, you are ready to start experi-
menting!

installing the sOftware 
On the raspberry pi
The software for ExpEYES is capable of run-
ning on the Raspberry Pi. Because of the vol-
unteer nature of the ExpEYES project, Rasp-
berry Pi support is a work in progress, al-
though it is constantly improving. The per-
formance on the Raspberry Pi is obviously 
not as good as it is on some more powerful 
computers, but the system is perfectly usable 
and is a cheap way to create a dedicated plat-
form for ExpEYES for your school or home 
workshop.

Thanks to the efforts of Georges Khasnadar, 
official Debian packages are available for Ex-
pEYES, along with a number of other Linux 

Figure 3: Measuring a 2V sine wave.

Figure 4: Starting up the ExpEYES software.
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suit your particular application. It is also pos-
sible to add new experiments to the list, in 
many cases with only a few lines of Python 
code.

You can download the software to run 
these applications on a Windows PC or any 
other capable device because the software is 
written in Python. However, the installation 
process is fairly lengthy, so if you do not 
want to use the Raspberry Pi, I would 
strongly recommend using the Live CD.

You will also find a native Windows appli-
cation; however, this apparently only sup-
ports the main oscilloscope program and 
seven of the 50+ experiments, so it is not as 
fully featured as the Python-based GUI. Full 
installation instructions for either of these 
methods of using ExpEYES on a Windows PC 
are available on the ExpEYES website [5]. 
The files are also included on the CD. You 
need to browse the WINEYES directory and 
read the winstall.html or README.TXT file for 
instructions.

You will also find an Android application 
for ExpEYES, which you can download from 
the Google Play Store [6]. This Android app 
will only work on more recent Android de-
vices that are capable of USB OTG (On-
the-Go) connections by using the necessary 
adapter cable, which you can purchase from 
Amazon and a number of other outlets. Not 
all of the experiments are included in this 
Android app, but more are being added all 
the time, and the default oscilloscope func-
tionality is included (Figure 6).

a seleCtiOn Of 
interesting experiments
I will describe a few basic experiments to 
display the sort of things the ExpEYES kit 
can do, and you are free to dream up more.

One of the most basic things you can do is 
observe AC (alternating current) and DC (di-
rect current) voltages in the oscilloscope. To 
do this, connect a wire between PVS and A1 
on the ExpEYES board and another wire be-
tween SINE and A2, as shown in Figure 7.

On the ExpEYES control panel, “drag” A1 
to CH1 (black) and A2 to CH2 (red). Set PVS 
to 1V, and you should see output similar to 
Figure 8.

As seen on the bottom right-hand side of 
this window, the voltage from CH1 is shown 
as 1V and the sine wave on CH2 is shown as 
3.73V at 151.5Hz. As a comparison, a mains 
power supply will have a voltage of some-
where around 100 to 250V and a frequency 
of 50 to 60Hz. On this screen, you can adjust 
the horizontal scale of the plot by dragging 

the mSec/ div slider left or right, and you can 
adjust the vertical scale by dragging the Volt/ 
div slider to the left or right.

resistanCe Of the  
hUman bODy
An interesting experiment to undertake with 
this kit it to measure how the resistance of 
your skin and body varies over time. This is 
very easy to set up on the Exp EYES kit using 
just three pieces of wire and a 200kΩ resis-
tor. You need to connect a wire between A1 
and PVS, connect the resistor between A2 
and ground, and then connect an open-
ended wire out of both PVS and A2. The fin-

Figure 5: The ExpEYES software runs quite well on the Raspberry Pi.

Figure 6: ExpEYES Junior Android app comes with built-in oscilloscope functionality.
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hugely on how dry your skin is and a large 
number of other factors (body resistance is 
usually in the range of 1,000 to 100,000Ω). I 
have a feeling this is an incorrect result, po-
tentially from a loose connection some-
where; however, the theory still stands cor-
rect.

ExpEYES is capable of more than has been 
shown here – Fourier transforms, capaci-
tance measurements, and a whole host of 
other measurements and experiments from 
the simple to the quite complicated (in theo-
retical terms); however, the ExpEYES kit 
makes them an absolute pleasure to attempt. 
Take a look at the experiments listed on the 
main page of the ExpEYES website [1] just 
below the introduction for some inspiration 
on where to go next.

Using the pythOn library
It is very easy to use the ExpEYES Python li-
brary without any need for the GUI. While 
this is a bit more challenging than using the 
GUI, it allows a lot more versatility and en-
ables you to use ExpEYES in your other pro-
grams, such as remote monitoring applica-
tions and a wide range of alternative applica-
tions.

In this example, I am using Python in an 
LXTerminal session; however, you can use 
this same code in any Python program. To 
load the ExpEYES library, all you need to do 
is import the library and then establish a 
connection to the ExpEYES device using the 
following two lines of code:

import expeyes.eyesj
p=expeyes.eyesj.open()

If you get an error message, check the con-
nections and make sure that no other pro-
grams are already using ExpEYES: Only one 
program can access it at any one time. This 
next simple bit of code will allow you to 
measure the stray capacitance of the input 
socket IN1:

ished setup should look 
Figure 9.

On the ExpEYES control 
panel, you need to drag 
A1 to CH1 and A2 to CH2 
and	set	PVS	to	4V.	You	
can then pick up one of 
the open-ended wires in 
each hand and watch the 
response on the ExpEYES 
control panel. You should 
see something like Fig-
ure 10.

You can observe from 
this plot that the input on 
CH1 is coming out at 
3.999V (which is great 
because it was set to 
4V!).	It	is	easy	now	to	
work out the resistance 
of your body using some 
simple equations to com-
pare the two resistors 

(the 200kΩ and your body). The voltage on 
A2 (CH2) is showing as approximately 0.9V, 
and this implies that the voltage across the 
unknown resistor value (your body) is 
4	–	0.9	=	3.1V.	Using	Ohm’s	law,	you	can	
then calculate the current, I, across the 
known resistor value:

I		=	voltage/	resistance	 
=	0.9/	200,000	=	0.0000045A	=	4.5µA

Using this value, you can then calculate the 
resistance of the body using the same Ohm’s 
law equation in reverse:

R		=	voltage/	current	 
=	3.1/	0.0000045	=	688,889Ω	=	689kΩ

This is a surprisingly high value; however, 
the resistance of the human body depends 

Figure 7: Configuring the ExpEYES Junior main board for the 

voltage experiment.

Figure 8: Measuring voltage with the oscilloscope. Figure 9: Measuring resistance of the human body.

V volt Voltage
H henry Inductance
A ampere Current
Hz hertz Frequency
F farad Capacitance
Ω ohm Resistance

units
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p.measure.cap()

You should see a result between 30 and 35pF 
printed in the terminal window. Now I’ll play 
with some more digital input and output fea-
tures. To test these features, you need to con-
nect port OD1 to IN1 with a single piece of 
wire and connect SINE to A1 with another 
piece of wire, as shown in Figure 11.

Now in the LXTerminal window, type the 
following code:

p.set_state(10,1)
print p.get_state(3)

This code should set port OD1 to a logic high 
and should then print the status of IN1 to the 
screen. After the second line of code, the out-
put state, 1, should be printed. Now I can try 
to generate and measure some voltages with 
the code:

print p.set_voltage(2.5)
print p.get_voltage(1)

This code will set the voltage to 2.5V to 
within 2 to 3mV; however, because the A1 
input is connected to the SINE output, the 
generated voltage is a sine wave (and is 
therefore varying periodically). This means 
that the print command will give you a dif-
ferent result every time you execute it. There-
fore, a much better idea is to monitor this 
output over a long period of time and plot it 
as a graph. You can monitor the output with 
the following code:

from pylab import *
ion()     # set pylab interactive mode
t,v = p.capture (1,300,100)
(plot t,v)

This code will sample the voltage on A1 300 
times with a time delay between each con-

secutive reading of 
100µsec.	Each	data	
point that is taken 
using this functional-
ity is 1 byte in size, 
and the number of 
samples you are able 
to take is limited by 
the amount of RAM 
on the ExpEYES hard-
ware to 1,800 read-
ings.

COnClUsiOn
I think it is fair to say that the ExpEYES Ju-
nior and accompanying components form an 
incredible kit for anyone looking to learn 
more about electronics, physics, and many 
other fields of science. I really have covered 
just a fraction of the experiments that this kit 
is capable of, and if you have enjoyed this ar-
ticle, I would strongly encourage you not 
only to purchase a kit but also to take a look 
at the full manual [7] and the accompanying 
website [1]. The potential for more experi-
ments not listed either on the website or in 
the user manual really is huge, and this vari-
ety is what makes the ExpEYES Junior kit so 
great.

Personally, I think even the full version of 
the abbreviated name ExpEYES (Experiments 
for Young Engineers and Scientists) sells the 
kit a little bit short, in that it would be a use-
ful edition to pretty much anyone’s toolkit, 
not just young people in education. I am 
even more astonished now (since I have 
given it a good test drive) that this kit is not 
far more popular than it currently seems to 
be, and I hope this article will at the very 
least inspire some of you to purchase one 
and have a play! Please keep me posted with 
your progress either directly using my con-
tact details [8], or via the Raspberry Pi Geek 
Facebook page [9].  ● ● ●

Figure 10: A simple measurement is all you need to calculate resistance.

Figure 11: Preparing to test digital input and output features.

[1]  ExpEYES website:  
http://  www.  expeyes.  in

[2]  List of vendors:  
http://  expeyes.  in/ 
 hardware‑availability

[3]  ExpEYES at Pi Supply:  
http://  www.  pi‑supply.  com/ 
 product/  expeyes‑junior‑scien
ce‑learning‑experimenta‑
tion‑kit/

[4]  ExpEYES DEB files:  
https://  packages.  debian.  org/ 
 sid/  expeyes

[5]  Windows application:  
http://  www.  expeyes.  in/ 
 software‑installation

[6]  Android ExpEYES app at 
Google Play:  
https://  play.  google.  com/ 
 store/  apps/  details?  id=com. 
 expeyesexperiments

[7]  ExpEYES Junior manual: 
http://  www.  expeyes.  in/  sites/ 
 default/  files/  Documents/ 
 eyesj‑a4.  pdf

[8]  Contact Aaron Shaw by 
email (sales@pi‑supply.com) 
or via twitter (@shawaj2)

[9]  Raspberry Pi Geek Facebook 
page: https://  www.  facebook. 
 com/  RasPiGeek
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